MSU faces 3 year probation

Soviet-backed Angolans
claim victories, reports say

new direction needed, illiken tells legislature

ASMSU Board to discuss smoking ban

U.S. offers new SALT proposals

The Free Press—The Chronicle

By KENNETH W. MILLIEN

Since the 3-year probation is to be determined by the NCAA, the restrictions are to be up to them, I can't answer

the question: "What is the significance of the 3-year probation for MSU?"

It is a severe penalty for the University, and it will have significant implications for the football program. The probation will limit the number of scholarships and the overall recruiting budget, which may force the program to rely more on in-state and local talent.

The probation also means that the MSU football team will not be able to participate in any bowls or bowl games for three years. This will impact the team's ability to generate revenue and enhance its national profile.

In addition, the probation may affect the coaching staff. The NCAA typically places significant restrictions on the coaching staff during probation periods, which may limit their ability to recruit and manage the program effectively.

Overall, the 3-year probation is a significant blow to the MSU football program, and it will require a major adjustment in strategy and approach in order to overcome these obstacles and regain its competitive status.
Peron asks cabinet to resign

**BY WIRE SERVICES**

BUENOS AIRES, Argentina—President Isabel Peron asked his cabinet ministers Thursday to resign in a move which could spell the end of her regime.

The crisis in Argentina is the latest in a series of political upheavals which have taken place throughout Latin America in recent months. The overthrow of Presidents in Brazil and Bolivia, and the resignation of Peron's predecessor, Juan Peron, have been followed by a series of military coups in the region.

Peron, who has been in power since 1973, has faced increasing pressure from the military and the political opposition. She has been accused of corruption and mismanagement, and her popularity has fallen in recent months.

The cabinet ministers were asked to resign in response to the demands of the military and the opposition. The move could lead to a constitutional crisis and a new election, which could result in a change of government.

Beirut civil war rages, death toll reaches 8,000

**By WIRE SERVICES**

WASHINGTON (AP) — The death toll in Beirut reached 8,000 today, with the number of wounded also increasing. The city remains under heavy bombardment, with explosions heard throughout the day.

The debris and destruction in Beirut have left the city in ruins, with many buildings damaged or destroyed. The United Nations has called for a ceasefire to allow for the evacuation of civilians and the delivery of humanitarian aid.

The United Nations has called for a ceasefire to allow for the evacuation of civilians and the delivery of humanitarian aid.

Sub rescue mission cancelled

**WASHINGTON** — The rescue mission to save the crew of the American nuclear submarine USS Ohio was called off today because of the dangerous conditions in the area.

The Ohio was reported to be about 200 miles off the coast of Brazil when it was last heard from. The mission to rescue the crew was cancelled because of the hazardous conditions in the area.

Automakers report sales gain

**DETROIT** — U.S. automakers reported a 2.5 percent gain in sales last month, with the total for the year expected to reach 2.6 million units.

The sales gains were seen as a sign of recovery for the auto industry, which has been struggling with high inventory levels and weak consumer demand.

Colombian guerrillas execute 4

**BOGOTA, Colombia (AP)** — Leftist guerrillas have executed four more alleged informers in their continuing war against the government.

A total of 12 alleged informers have been executed by the guerrillas since the peace talks began last year.

Magazine names 3 as spies

**ITALY** — Three Italian newspapers, La Stampa, Corriere della Sera and Il Giornale, have named three Italian men as spies for the KGB.

The papers said that the men had been involved in a plot to overthrow the Italian government.

The Italian government has denied the charges.
By MICHELLE BURGE

On the University of MI., students are reporting an increase in crime, and campus security personnel are taking steps to address the problem.

There were 160,000 students and employees on campus in the fall semester, and 100,000 are expected to return for the spring semester. The increase in students and employees has led to an increase in crime, according to University Police.

Campus security personnel have increased patrols and security checkpoints around the perimeter of the campus to deter potential criminals.

This is an ongoing issue that the University and local law enforcement agencies are working to mitigate. The University Police are committed to ensuring the safety and security of all students, faculty, and staff on campus.
LA schools’ battle a lesson for MSU

In the face of plummeting language abilities among Los Angeles' community college students, a panel of educators from the Los Altos high school district of Santa Clara County will meet Monday in Los Angeles to discuss ways to strengthen the educational programs at the city's schools. The meeting takes place in the context of the Los Angeles School Board's decision to close 12 city schools and open up 20 to 25 new ones. The board's action is the latest in a series of reforms aimed at improving the quality of education in the Los Angeles Unified School District.

The Los Angeles school district, which serves a population of about one million students, has been facing severe financial difficulties in recent years. The district has been forced to contend with cuts in state funding, rising costs, and an increasing number of dropouts. The Los Angeles School Board, under pressure from local community leaders, has taken measures to address these challenges.

The panel of experts from Los Altos High School District will be discussing strategies that have proven successful in their district, with the hope of providing valuable insights to the Los Angeles School Board. Their recommendations may include increased funding for education, better teacher training, and a focus on improving reading and writing skills.

The Los Altos High School District has a reputation for its strong academic performance and student outcomes. The district has consistently ranked among the top in California for its high SAT and ACT scores, and its graduation rates.

The panelists from Los Altos High School District are expected to share their experiences and best practices, offering practical solutions to the challenges faced by the Los Angeles Unified School District. The discussions will be aimed at developing a comprehensive strategy to improve the quality of education in Los Angeles, with a focus on the needs of the students and the community.

Bowling liberation

Naturally, boys can bowl better that girls.

This is the premise for a separate grading scale that has been established by bowling classes at MSU. The objective is to recognize the achievements of boys who excel in bowling, without making a comparison to girls.

The MSU bowling department has been working with an external consultant to develop a grading system that takes into account the unique abilities and performance of male bowlers. The system is designed to encourage boys to participate in bowling and recognize their accomplishments.

The new grading scale will be introduced during the fall semester, with adjustments made based on feedback and performance outcomes. The goal is to ensure that the grading system is fair and meaningful, providing a fair and comprehensive assessment of the students' abilities.

We believe that this approach will help boys improve their bowling skills and enjoy the sport more, while also helping to promote a more inclusive environment for all students at MSU. We are committed to providing equal opportunities and recognition for all athletes, regardless of gender, in the pursuit of excellence.

We encourage all students to participate in bowling and support this initiative, which aims to celebrate the achievements of boys in the sport. We look forward to seeing the positive impact of this new grading system on the MSU bowling community.
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9,000 ANIMALS DESTROYED IN '75

Stray cats, dogs plague county

BY JAMES CALLER

Ann Arbor Press-Register

If your year's statistics are anything like what we've heard from the Lansing area, roughly 1,200 dogs and 1,500 cats are being destroyed annually by the Eaton County Animal Control Dept. and the nearby DeWitt County Animal Control. Yet, the number of strays in local streets and alleys does not seem to falter.

Many of the dogs were destroyed either because people did not claim them or did not want them. If Michigan law requires that no dog be destroyed unless it has been claimed by the owner, then we are living in a law void land. Many of the dogs were destroyed because citizens or individual were afraid of them. Yet, if Michigan law requires that a dog be destroyed if it is dangerous to any person, then we are living in a law void land.
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Cardinal Larrwto to bless Tosca

The receiver that matches the square waves of the finest amplifiers.

Quality oriented designers and engineers know that square wave response is profoundly useful in predicting musical results. The New Harman Kardon 430 displays square wave response that is indistinguishable from the finest power amplifiers. A listening test will reveal that the 430, in all but absolute power levels, is the equivalent of fine individual component systems. And the 430 AM/FM tuner and preamplifier are consistent with the outstanding performance quality of its amplifier. We invite you to listen to this remarkable receiver. It will demonstrate that quality need not be sacrificed to achieve the economy of size, convenience and price.

The harman/kardon 430.

Today is Balfour Ring Day
Fred White, Balfour ring representative, will be in today, from 10-3pm. This is the last day

Food for thought

You'll find everything Italy is noted for, from congeniality to red checkered table cloths, at Pizza Villa, 309 River Drive. The atmosphere is warm and cozy, with candle lit booths and tables. Instead of the usual restaurant guided wait, you will be surrounded by hand printed murals of actual scenes from Venice. Take a closer look at the amazing detail and authenticity.

Pizza Villa is continuously working on new Italian entrees, however the current menu would surely please any Italian connoisseur. Most recipes hail from an Italian family restaurant in Grand Rapids, also many faithful customers pass on their recipes. Put a little spice in your life! Favorites at Pizza Villa are marinara, a cheese or meat filled pasto, tagliata, veal parmesan, the antipasto salad, a tasty, colorful meal in itself, baked or course pizzas, with fourteen items available. The sauces covering these delicious dishes are all homemade dinners are well proportioned and served. Lutches offer specials on sandwiches with soup or a salad you can make yourself.

Lunch or dinner just wouldn't be Italian without a little "vino" to go along with it. At Pizza Villa, the wine list is large, and the price is right. All bottled wines are imported Italian wines, and a fine California wine is the house wine. Or perhaps you would prefer one of the house drinks, made with amaretto, an Italian liqueur, or your favorite cocktail, prepared by one of the expert bartenders at Pizza Villa. In the lounge you will find handmade stained glass decorations, and the 12 ft. Italian marble slab covering the bar is a genuine antique. You will enjoy the pitcher specials on Monday nights, or pitcher and pizza specials on Tuesdays.

For a welcome dining change, Pizza Villa brings Italian elegance to town. Treat yourself to a little bit of Italy tonight.
The year in review: phew, ugh, yeccch!

In ALLANDELLE.
We entered 1975 with high, idealistic hopes and the presid
and the presidential campaign in the air and we knew behind 1974 a year de
patch to a happier next 1976.
On the road to recovery, gas became more meaningful and
and prices fluctuated wildly, allowing no one to second-guess the
brakes, which is often turned into Heartburn Digest.
As always, both sides in this political entertainment which included
ewell. Mother is the last of the Three Heugh, the Beaud and Maryanne arrive from the
And that great news from, Earl Gibson.
While Kenny Rogers, President Ford and the troubles of the
continued to find the former, these personalities, James Earl, Perry Stev and Bender Presidency also took a

Books are thick with the writings about the three personalities' experiences. On the Rula story, "Game When the Carving Is Done", free Equity Friday. "There's Nothing Like a Positive Child, but
When I Grew Up I was Raised in a Station.
With personal lapses into the TV in Monday and magazine revealed John Kennedy's secret love list, a man in
Albuquerque, New Mexico sponsored his own peasant on as to how
resemble chestnuts and a can of white cream and denoted dog
drugs as emblems参观．
And while Congress wasn't laughing over CIA assassination
plots, comedian Bud Frey continued to amuse audiences with his
explosive acts as he exploited this was no year when to play a
kid. If I wouldn't have been a toy, he wouldn't have had
nothing to worry about....

While Robert Hapley may have gained more respect in the
Democratic ranks as a presidential contender, there was one man
who still got no respect in 1976, Rodney Dangerfield. Dangerfield sent his to the private school and this is where he wouldn't fail him
the name of the school, no respect.

American saw the death of the popular kids' program, "Mickey
Mouse", and also saw the marriage of another Mickey Mouse of sorts, Robert New, who begins to commonly appear on golf

Television took one of its worst beatings in 1976 as an actor
remembered to watch "The Ronson", now in the movies, after four years of singing, and also appeared "On Million Dollar Man" which finally got to be a comedian and was paying it in the

Marilyn and some repressed groups made advances in 75 and
considered Wendy Allen, understanding the bowel walls, with
Therapists promoting the disease disorders. They got what was
getting a name.

And television advertising was one step beyond the dimple
scars of Battlestar Galactica, romance and gay for gay
were common commercials on KTVF in San Jose, California. A
suggested by the presence of the word "Best." Whipped the power
telling the hint a step to appear the condoms.

With President Ford's position may have moved more
conclusively in the right in Republican states, Henry Ford II,
chairman of the Ford Motor Co., found himself in the left
unfortunately it was the left side of a dark California seat while
under the influence. He was even less important to the legislation

Joseph Proctor's death was a real blow to the white race, in
the Los Angeles Times, President Ford said there were two kinds of people...but they were
not visible on a little Brown Center.

Winter Madness at Disc Shop
Fri. & Sat. Storewide Sale!
$1.00 off on all of our catalog LP's
$1.00 off on pre-recorded 8-Tracks and cassettes
$1.00 off on all import LP's
Plus most of our yellow card special
LP's at only $3
Free Disc Shop Tee-Shirt with $50 purchase
so check us out and get thru this long winter
with some good sounds at great prices.....
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unfortunately it was the left side of a dark California seat while
under the influence. He was even less important to the legislation

Joseph Proctor's death was a real blow to the white race, in
the Los Angeles Times, President Ford said there were two kinds of people...but they were
not visible on a little Brown Center.
DPS favors armed officers

by a dangerous situation and is required to keep the public safe without unnecessary delay.

Police also have cases in which they carried concealed weapons without permission. For instance, one officer told his wife during a phone call that he was carrying a weapon for protection.

The idea of allowing concealed weapons by police officers is not new. For instance, in the 1970s, the Michigan State Police had a policy allowing officers to carry concealed weapons. This policy was later discontinued.

But in this case, it is important to note that the officers did not carry the weapons for personal protection. They carried them for the purpose of ensuring the public's safety and preventing crime.

One of the main arguments against allowing armed police officers is the potential for misuse of the weapon. However, in this case, there was no evidence of such misuse.

In conclusion, allowing armed police officers can be beneficial in certain situations. However, it is important to have strict guidelines and regulations in place to prevent misuse of the weapon.
Striking bank employees clubbed by Spain's cops

MADEIRA, Spain (AP) - The government directed postal workers and postal officials to strike Wednesday, clubbing the striking bank employees that Wednesday is observing a day of mourning in Spain's growing labor crisis.

It was the latest in a string of labor uprisings that the government has been forced to confront this year. The postal workers' strike, the first of its kind in Spain's history, is aimed at protesting the government's attempt to force them back to work on a new postal code.

But the government has not been able to prevent the strike, which has been going on for three days, from spreading to other areas of the country.

A general strike is also planned for Friday, with a variety of workers expected to participate.

In addition, the government has announced that it will be closing many offices and businesses in the affected areas.

The postal workers' union said Wednesday that it will continue to try to negotiate a settlement with the government, but that workers are not ready to return to work until their demands are met.

The union also said that it will continue to strike until the government agrees to negotiate a new postal code.

The government has rejected the postal workers' demands, saying that it cannot afford to negotiate a new code.

The postal workers' union said that it will continue to strike until the government agrees to negotiate a new postal code.

The government has rejected the postal workers' demands, saying that it cannot afford to negotiate a new code.
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The postal workers' union said that it will continue to strike until the government agrees to negotiate a new postal code.

The government has rejected the postal workers' demands, saying that it cannot afford to negotiate a new code.
Book refunds require receipts

By JOSIE PHILAND
News Bureau Writer

For the regular students who have worked long and hard in order to earn enough money to live on during the term, book refunds are a welcome relief. With thousands of dollars in debt, a book refund is more than a perk; it is a necessity. For those whose parents pay for school, book refunds provide a reason to continue the present course of study. The latter group, however, has been given fewer options for their refunds. Though book refunds are not the only perk given to students, they are one of the few advantages students have been able to take advantage of. The college is trying to provide as much help as possible to students who have had a difficult term. Book refunds are one of the ways the college is trying to do so.

If you see only one film this year it should be...

MY FATHER TOLD ME

Ray Charles

When you envision the late Ray Charles, do you think of a singer? Do you think of a songwriter? Perhaps you think of a dancer or a musician? These are the traits that come to mind when you think of Ray Charles, but there is one more trait that comes to mind - his ability to write. Ray Charles was a true innovator in music and his work continues to inspire others to this day. He was known for his unique style and sound, which helped him stand out in the music industry.

In This Age Of Enlightenment
You Never Know What's Gonna Hit You Next

"What do you say to a naked lady?"

A PICTURE BY ALLEN PLANT

For the Father's Day风扇 feature, there will be a free gift with the purchase of a new calendar. The gift will be a special edition of the calendar, featuring interviews with some of the most famous fathers in the world. The calendar will be available for purchase at all participating stores.
Lancers to face-off tonight against top-dog Huskies

by MIKE ZNORSKI  
Associate Sports Writer

Second-chance basketball works well for MSU coach Tom Izzo. For Michigan, it works well, too.

"If you face a situation in which you find yourself down by ten or more points, you can't give up," MSU assistant coach Billy Donlon said. "You have to make a run there. Michigan has a young team but should have a lot of determination."

The Lancers will tip off against the Spartans on Friday at 8 p.m. at the Breslin Center. The game is part of the Izzo Invitational, a three-game tournament that also features Rutgers and Loyola.

"Michigan has a young team, but they have a lot of talent," Donlon said. "They have a good backcourt and a good frontcourt."

Michigan Tech remains in lead

by JOHN BACHMAN  
Assistant Sports Writer

Michigan Tech hopes to hold on to its sixth place finish in the Great Lakes North Conference this season.

"We've had a good start to the season," said MSU head coach Jim Larranaga. "We're in a good position right now."

In the most recent game, the Lancers defeated the Huskies 92-75. The Huskies are currently in second place in the GLNC.

Tankers prepare for tight U-M meet

by TERRY LOFTUS  
Assistant Sports Writer

The Tankers are preparing for their meet against the University of Michigan on Saturday. The meet will be held at 11 a.m. at Eastern Michigan University.

"We're excited to face Michigan," said Tankers coach Steve Grider. "We've been working hard all season to get ready for this meet."

The Tankers are currently in third place in the GLNC.

Gym meet Saturday

by KATIE KUBICK  
Assistant Sports Writer

The gymnastics teams will host their meet against the University of Michigan on Saturday. The meet will be held at 1:30 p.m. at Eastern Michigan University.

"We want to do our best against Michigan," said Tanks head coach Steve Grider. "We're excited to see how we stack up against them."

The Tankers are currently in third place in the GLNC.

MSU women begin new indoor season

by JAMES D. WHITE  
Assistant Sports Writer

The MSU women's track team is looking forward to another successful indoor season. The team is returning many of its top performers from last year's championship season.

"We have a lot of returning talent," said Tanks head coach Steve Grider. "We're excited to see how we stack up against the other teams in the conference."

The team will compete in the Great Lakes North Conference this season.

Cindermen open season

by JIM PENIGER  
Assistant Sports Writer

The Cindermen will open their season on Saturday against the University of Michigan. The meet will be held at 1:30 p.m. at Eastern Michigan University.

"We're excited to see how we stack up against Michigan," said Cindermen head coach Steve Grider. "We're looking forward to a good meet.

The Cindermen will compete in the Great Lakes North Conference this season.

I.M. Notes

by TERRY LOFTUS  
Assistant Sports Writer

The I.M. team will host its meet against the University of Michigan on Saturday. The meet will be held at 1:30 p.m. at Eastern Michigan University.

"We want to do our best against Michigan," said I.M. head coach Steve Grider. "We're excited to see how we stack up against the other teams in the conference."

The team will compete in the Great Lakes North Conference this season.

Lizards Underground for Lunch

Endless Salad $1.50

Every day 11 am to 4 pm
Jewish groups initiate boycotts, Mexican tourist business suffers

in a letter to the editor, the Jewish Daily Forward reports that the Jewish community is considering a boycott of Mexico in response to the government's recent anti-Semitism scandals. The Forward states that the Jewish community is concerned about the safety and well-being of Jewish tourists in Mexico and is considering a boycott until the situation improves.

In a separate letter, the Forward reports that the government of Mexico has been accused of anti-Semitism and has been criticized for its treatment of Jews. The Forward states that the government has denied these allegations and has defended its policies.

In a letter to the editor, a Jewish group in Mexico City reports that it has received numerous complaints from Jewish tourists about anti-Semitic incidents. The group states that it is considering legal action against the government and is calling for a boycott of Mexican tourist attractions.

In a letter to the editor, a Jewish group in Acapulco reports that it has received numerous complaints from Jewish tourists about anti-Semitic incidents. The group states that it is considering legal action against the government and is calling for a boycott of Mexican tourist attractions.
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In a letter to the editor, a Jewish group in Acapulco reports that it has received numerous complaints from Jewish tourists about anti-Semitic incidents. The group states that it is considering legal action against the government and is calling for a boycott of Mexican tourist attractions.

In a letter to the editor, a Jewish group in Mexico City reports that it has received numerous complaints from Jewish tourists about anti-Semitic incidents. The group states that it is considering legal action against the government and is calling for a boycott of Mexican tourist attractions.

In a letter to the editor, a Jewish group in Acapulco reports that it has received numerous complaints from Jewish tourists about anti-Semitic incidents. The group states that it is considering legal action against the government and is calling for a boycott of Mexican tourist attractions.
Study invalidates sexist rationale

By CAROL KLEIN
The 50th anniversary of a landmark Supreme Court decision that women are entitled to equal pay for equal work is a timely moment to re-examine the state of equal pay laws and practice. The decision was handed down in 1973 in the case of **Grady v. Board of Education of U.S.**

The case involves a lawsuit brought by a woman who alleged that she was paid less than a man doing similar work. The court agreed, ruling that equal pay for equal work was a constitutional right. However, the decision was limited to the specific circumstances of the case and did not establish a general principle of equal pay for women.

In the decades since, the issue of equal pay for women has remained a topic of debate and one that continues to be relevant today. The gender pay gap persists, with women earning less than men for comparable work. This gap is compounded by factors such as discrimination, occupational segregation, and the gender wage gap.

The court decision has had a mixed impact on equal pay. While it has provided a legal foundation for challenging unequal pay, it has not led to widespread changes in pay structures or significant decreases in the gender pay gap. The call for equal pay remains a central concern.

Recent studies have shown that while progress has been made in some areas, significant challenges remain. Women in many occupations continue to earn less than men, despite performing similar tasks.

The importance of equal pay for women cannot be overstated. It is not only a matter of fairness and justice but also of economic stability and the well-being of families. Equal pay is essential for women to achieve economic independence and security. It allows them to support themselves and their families, providing the means to pursue education, invest in their future, and have the means to live a fulfilling life.

The call for equal pay is not new. It is a timeless struggle for equality and fairness. The fight for equal pay is an ongoing one, requiring vigilance and activism. It is a call to action for all of us who believe in the principles of justice and equality.

Equal pay is a fundamental right, one that must be protected and upheld. It is a matter of fair treatment and respect. It is a matter of basic human dignity.

The struggle for equal pay is not over. It requires sustained effort and commitment from all of us. It is a reminder of the ongoing fight for justice and equality in all aspects of life.
ANNOUNCEMENTS FOR IT'S MAY DAY CELEBRATION, will be held at 12:30 p.m. on May 1st, at the Community Building, Lansing. All members are invited to participate in this annual celebration of the May Day. The Language Arts Guild will be holding its annual May Day celebration. The theme for this year is "The Language of Freedom." The event will feature poetry, music, and dance performances by students from various schools in the area. The celebration will conclude with a picnic and a free children's activity. All are welcome to attend.

- **PIRGIM STUDIOS**
  - **Golf Tournament**
  - **Potato Chip Toss**
  - **Soda Pop Taste Test**
  - **Fishing Derby**
  - **Poor Man's Antiques Show and Sale**
  - **Skiing Trip**
  - **Golf Outing**
  - **Art Show and Sale**
  - **Children's Craft Fair**

For more information, please contact PIRGIM at 517-332-8600. PIRGIM STUDIOS is a non-profit organization dedicated to providing educational and cultural programs for the community. The organization is located at 123 Main Street, Lansing.
The 50th Tech Hifi Grand Opening Sale!

Now there's a Tech Hifi in Mt. Clemens, So now your local Tech Hifi can offer you the purchasing power of 50 stereo stores! Don't miss the Grand Opening Sale this week at the Tech near you.

Right now, during Tech Hifi's 50th Grand Opening Sale, you'll find the latest hi-fi components, as well as many complete systems, at prices that are lower than ever!

For example, you can get a fine system with full-range Studio Design 15 loudspeakers, a versatile Concord CR-50 am/fm stereo receiver and a light-tracking BSR 2260X automatic turntable with a Shure magnetic cartridge for only $199.

And for the duration of our Grand Opening Sale, we're also including a free pair of Mura stereo headphones (or an equivalent value) with this system.

(Also included at no extra cost when you buy any system at Tech Hifi, are our fourteen important Customer Satisfaction Guarantees. So whether you buy a system that costs $200, or $2,000, your happiness is guaranteed in writing.)

And for only $399, you won't find a better-sounding music system than this one with components by Cambridge Audio, Advent, BSR and Shure. The Cambridge Audio 2500 am/fm stereo receiver delivers a full 25 watts minimum RMS per channel into 8 ohm loudspeakers at any frequency from 20 to 20,000 Hz, with no more than 0.9% total harmonic distortion. This is ample power to drive the wide range Small Advent acoustic-suspension loudspeakers at room-filling levels of volume. We've also included a BSR 2260X automatic turntable in this $399 system. It comes complete with a base, dust-cover and a Shure magnetic cartridge.

With distinguished components from Nikko, Microacoustics, Sansui, and Stanton, this $769 system has capabilities beyond those of many systems available at any price. The Nikko 7075 stereo receiver incorporates a direct-coupled OCL pure complementary power amplifier that delivers a room-filling 38 watts minimum RMS per channel into 8 ohms from 20 to 20,000 Hz, with no more than 0.5% total harmonic distortion. A unique 5-tweetter high frequency array in each Microacoustic FRM-1 loudspeaker solves the problem of high frequency "beaming" inherent in almost any other conventional loudspeaker. The Sansui 212 belt-drive turntable performs flawlessly. It comes complete with a wood base, dust-cover, and an excellent Stanton 500EE magnetic cartridge.

While you're here, pick up your free copy of Tech's 1976 Hifi Buyer's Guide. It contains 80 pages of useful information about buying and maintaining hi-fi components. You'll also find a special 10-page section devoted to the creative uses of tape recorders. And a whole page of discount coupons that can save you money on everything from a pair of KLH 32 loudspeakers, to an Advent Chromium Dioxide cassette.

* Sale prices valid until January 18, 1976.

619 East Grand River Ave., East Lansing 337-9719
In Michigan: Ann Arbor, Owosso, Detroit, East Detroit, Royal Oak, Mt. Clemens, Rochester and Southgate.
Stores also in Ohio, New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey and New England.